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1 Background

Many recent tenure reform policies strive to extend or solidify tenure security through the legal recognition of customary and local authorities, indigenous territorial rights and women’s rights. This handbook is motivated by the problems that practitioners have on the ground when implementing these polices. Some of these problems are endemic to the political economy of policy implementation, while other problems might be ameliorated by increased capacity building and training. Of course, it is difficult to generalize across all potential contexts for a standardized approach to handle tenure reform implementation. On the other hand, implementers could benefit from a shared understanding of some of the most common problems and learn about approaches to handle them.

Land tenure is an institution, a set of rules used to structure human interactions with land (see Ostrom 2005). Land tenure institutions can be quite complex, with the state, individuals, and communities each holding some rights to use the resource in particular ways (Schlager and Ostrom 1992). Recent trends in natural resource tenure reform tend to allocate or affirm property rights to communities (pre-defined collectives of individuals). Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and forest Degradation (REDD+) has hastened the need to clarify these tenure arrangements, especially in relation to communities of forest users, in order to maintain incentives for resource conservation (Sunderlin et al. 2014).

Tenure security refers to the dependability of these property rights institutions. It reflects the expectations that property rights will exist and be effectively enforced in the future. When resource tenure is secure for a community, then the community has incentives to invest in maintaining the resource. However, if tenure is insecure, then communities have little incentive to make investments in the present, because of the uncertainty that returns from those investments will be realized in the future (Barzel 1997). Thus, a primary concern among those advocating more local control of natural resources is that polices not only establish or affirm rights to these communities, but that communities are secure in the knowledge that such rights will persist into the future; otherwise, there might be strong incentives for the communities to overexploit resources in the present.

Schlager and Ostrom (1992) offer a way to think about different types of tenure. They challenge us to think beyond the oversimplified, binary, view of whether or not a community has ownership. Instead, we need to think about what types of rights a community has over a resource and what types of rights they do not. For example, very few communities have the explicit right to sell forestland, but nonetheless have a variety of other rights to use some forest products. Practitioners need to think carefully about what types of rights are held by communities and what types of rights are retained by the state. Adding to this typology of tenure rights, the Rights and Resources Initiative (2012) has reviewed types of forest tenure systems globally. Table 1 lists categories of tenure rights and gives some examples of how this might be manifested on the ground.

Efforts of forest tenure reforms may not change each of the rights listed in Table 1. For example, communities may only retain access rights to enter a forest but not alienation rights to sell forest land. Yet the same community may have a more complete set of rights for fuelwood. Some types of rights may be retained entirely by the state. “Community tenure” refers to the sets of rights held by the community over particular forest resources. Tenure is said to be secure when the rights held by a community are seen as (a) legitimate (i.e. they are formally recognized in statutory law or customary understanding), (b) protected (i.e. have institutional backing from the state or customary authorities) and (c) clear in terms of the specificity of what bundle of rights are held by whom (Aggarwal and Elbow 2006; Meinzen-Dick et al. 2004; Lawry 1990).

---

1 Resource maintenance might come from investments to improve resource conditions (i.e. hiring a local forest guard or abstaining from overharvesting from the resource).
Table 1. Types of forest tenure rights

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of rights</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access rights</td>
<td>People can freely enter the forest area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Withdrawal rights</td>
<td>People can withdraw forest resources, but there may be limits on the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>types/amounts of resources that may be withdrawn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management rights</td>
<td>People can make rules about how the forest may be accessed or how forest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>resources may be withdrawn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exclusion rights</td>
<td>People can exclude other from accessing, withdrawing or participating in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>forest management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alienation rights</td>
<td>People can transfer their rights to someone else.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of rights</td>
<td>People are confident that they will be able to continue to exercise their</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>rights in the future.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extinguishability of rights</td>
<td>People can challenge state attempts to expropriate forestland for the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>public good under notions of eminent domain.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While national policy can establish or affirm communal tenure of natural resources, the practitioners that implement such reforms have an important role in ensuring that such reforms secure the rights held by the community. Many problems face the officials who implement these policies on the ground. For example, in the forest sector, agency personnel often have strong scientific background in forest management, but have little training about how to navigate, much less establish, new social institutions. Some specific challenges they face, in many contexts, include:

- Political interference from national, regional and local governments
- Collaboration with other actors including other government agencies, donors, the non-profit sector, civil society organizations and traditional/customary authorities
- Working directly with communities, especially when there may be conflict within or between communities
- Difficulty engendering both descriptive and substantive participation by women and other marginalized groups
- Difficulty of harmonizing national tenure policy reforms with local customs and managing competing claims of tenure
- Identifying a common definition of terms (e.g. tenure security, representation) and a common understanding to recognize whether policy implementation is successful.

In the remainder of this handbook, we will outline the nature of these problems and the perceptions of agency personnel on the prevalence and importance of such issues, and then review some mitigation strategies.
2 The political economy of policy reform implementation

Policy implementation is beset by a wide range of problems. In the classic model of bureaucratic implementation, an agency faithfully establishes rules that reflect the intentions of policies made by the executive or legislature. In reality, this is extremely difficult for a number of reasons (Balla and Gormley 2017): (1) often the intentions of policy are ambiguous; (2) there are normative concerns about whether agencies should be upwardly accountable to legislators or the executives, or downwardly accountable to citizens; (3) there are often conflicting mandates from different policies that agencies are tasked with implementing; (4) agencies must often use discretion to account for local context not anticipated during the creation of national policy reform; (5) agencies increasingly deal with demands from non-governmental organizations, civil society, donors and the private sector, and must decide how to balance these demands with those from citizens and superiors; and (6) agencies have limited resources (budgets, personnel and time) and capacity to carry out the reforms they are tasked with and therefore must prioritize some issues over others.

This fracturing of accountability among different actors pulls agencies in many different directions and complicates decision processes. Agencies must identify the actor(s) to whom they are primarily responsible for tenure reform implementation. This might be done by explicitly examining the statute authorizing reforms or by referencing the agency’s overall mission. Usually there is some explicit reference of accountability to citizens and communities as a whole. There are sometimes conflicts of interest between different actors demanding attention. Agency personnel need to be mindful of the power deficits within communities and between communities and other actors.2

Starting in the 1980s and 1990s, central governments have increasingly recognized the role of communities in the ownership and management of forests, but during the ensuing years communities have struggled to obtain recognition of forest tenure (White and Martin 2002). Much of current tenure reform is taking place against the background of REDD+ (Sunderlin et al. 2014). Land tenure needs to be clarified to identify the beneficiaries of REDD+ payments and ensure the equitable application of policy in light of existing tenure claims; efforts to clarify tenure arrangements are often contentious, and many of the issues of tenure reform need to be addressed at national, regional and local scales. Practitioners are often beholden to the ambiguity in tenure as outlined in national policy and must cope with these ambiguities on the ground.

2.1 Collaborative policy implementation

Most natural resource management, including changes in tenure relationships, has witnessed a flood of policy innovations that can be broadly defined as collaborative governance (Lubell et al. 2010). Collaborative governance requires cooperation and collaboration from actors in the private sector, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), diverse government agencies, and central, regional and local government units. Collaborative governance seeks to build consensus and cooperation among diverse stakeholders who have political, economic or administrative stakes in policy outcomes. The broad structure of collaborative governance is composed of different actors (e.g. an agency or an NGO)

2 Often such power deficits are evident in the existence of socioeconomic differences between groups (e.g. gender division, ethnic groups, caste differences). Evidence suggests that minority groups may be systematically excluded from exercising their tenure rights (Coleman and Liebertz 2014).
who participate in different policymaking forums (e.g. regional planning, tenure reform, agriculture extension). Thus, the complex governance networks consist of the mapping of actors and forums.

Natural resource management is a ‘wicked’ policy problem in terms of complexity, scale, and the number and diversity of actors involved (Weber and Khademian 2008). Collaborative governance as a solution to such wicked problems is especially important in contexts where the formal central state is too weak to effectively administer traditional regulatory programs itself (Donahue 2004). These two problem characteristics (complexity and a weak central state) are key constraints on effective tenure reform implementation. Complex policy networks are needed that incentivize cooperation and coordination among diverse stakeholders (Ostrom 1998). Traditional policy approaches with oversimplified prescriptions (e.g. decentralization, nationalization and privatization) are simply unable to effectively deal with the complex problems inherent in current natural resource management (Ostrom et al. 2007). Therefore, one key challenge that practitioners must grapple with is how to design and navigate complex collaborative governance institutions that engage diverse actors to participate and support tenure reform.

A number of observations emerge from the scientific literature on collaborative governance. First, actors that have strong, dense networks with others hold disproportionate influence in the governance system. Second, agencies from central governments are more likely to be important actors in these networks and thus hold disproportionate influence. Third, NGOs and the private sector have high rates of participation, while community groups are more limited. Much of this is driven by the scale of participation, where NGOs and the private sector often participate in many forums while communities participate only in close proximity to their direct interests. Fourth, actors balance the needs of achieving their preferred policy outputs in some forums by negotiating over issues within and between forums. Thus, actors might sacrifice achieving policy implementation according to their preferences in some forums in order to gain concessions on other issues, perhaps in other forums. Fifth, there is a trade-off between strong collaboration with few actors and broader, weaker collaboration with many actors. Empirical evidence shows that broad collaboration enables actors to achieve their preferred policy outputs in the forums most important to them (Mewhirter et al. 2019). For example, some actors may be willing to compromise on some aspects of tenure reform implementation in some venues if this is offset by concessions in other areas.

2.2 Ensuring women’s participation and representation

There are two types of reasons to support expanding women’s participation in forest management. First is the normative reason that having women participate in policy implementation is more normatively desirable and more democratic in and of itself. Second is the notion that women’s participation is instrumental in achieving certain types of outcomes. In fact, there is increasing empirical support for the notion that when women participate in natural resource governance, outcomes from those institutions are more likely to reflect the preferences of women (Coleman and Mwangi 2013).

---

3 Weber and Khademian (2008) define wicked problems as (1) unstructured, in that the causes and effects of problems are extremely difficult to identify, (2) comprised of multiple, overlapping, interconnected subsets of problems, and (3) relentless, in that they will not be solved once-and-for-all but rather require sustained attention.

4 When women participate in politics, decisions are more likely, on average, to reflect women’s preferences (Wängnerud 2009). However, there is still debate in the literature about whether and how women’s participation in natural resource governance might engender more sustainable resource management. Much of this stems from questionable assumptions about women having stronger preferences for specific types of conservation activities than men. Results from a CIFOR global comparative study question whether any general conclusion can be made about the systematic preferences of women in all contexts as being more sustainable than men’s (Sunderland et al. 2014). Indeed, there are strong theoretical reasons to be skeptical of any general social or biological gender-specific predisposition towards conservation (Robbins 2012, 64).
Women can participate in the management of natural resources directly, or indirectly by having political leaders represent their interests. Direct participation involves attending meetings or giving in-kind labor to support forest management institutions (e.g. tree planting or forest monitoring). Agarwal (2001, 2009) has done extensive research on the barriers to and effects of direct participation by women in natural resource management. She finds that local institutions often preclude women from participating in forest management. Even when women do participate in management, their preferences are often muted (i.e. they do not speak up) or they may be co-opted by patriarchal power structures. She finds that simply inviting women to participate in forest management does not improve policy decisions for women (Agarwal 2001). Thus, practitioners should be aware that simply having women attend meetings is likely insufficient. Only when women feel empowered to speak up and have their voice heard will direct participation be effective. Some practitioners have found that holding women-only meetings can be effective; others emphasize the importance of participatory processes that allow voice to diverse groups (Parker and Dakin 2008).

Less research documents the effects of indirect participation, through political representation, and on improving resource management. Scholars have distinguished between two types of representation more generally (Wängnerud 2009): descriptive representation refers to the number (or proportion) of women in decision-making bodies, while substantive representation refers to whether women’s issues are addressed, regardless of the actual gender composition of the decision-making body. Evidence suggests that descriptive representation is a necessary condition for substantive representation (Phillips 1995). Community-based forest management user groups often have a board that determines rules and penalties; representation by women on these political bodies may help improve outcomes.
3 Government perceptions

The preceding section identified many of the expected frictions to effective reform implementation. This section reviews the empirical results from a survey of 145 agency personnel involved in tenure reform implementation. The survey is comprised of about 29 administrators in each of the following countries: Indonesia, Kenya, Nepal, Peru, and Uganda. The survey was conducted as part of CIFOR’s Global Comparative Study on Tenure Reform. While the survey is certainly not representative of all countries where forest tenure reform is taking place, it does provide some indication of the issues and priorities of administrators in these countries.

Table 2. Types of recent tenure reforms in the CIFOR Global Comparative Study Administrative Survey countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Type of reform</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>Community-based forest management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>Social forestry schemes (community access rights to state forests)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nepal</td>
<td>Community forestry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>Indigenous community land titling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>Formalizing community forests on customary lands (i.e. land registration), collaborative forest management, private forestry</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1 Type of reform

We start by examining the types of reforms being implemented in these countries. Around 95% of the respondents in the survey reported that they were engaged in community-based tenure reform proposals. This reflects the survey design because we were interested in communal tenure reforms. Two-thirds of the respondents (66%) said the primary service they provided to the community was training on the new reforms (an additional 7% listed rights recognition, in a separate category). Two-thirds of the respondents (66%) also indicated that the primary purpose of the reforms was to extend access rights to communities (e.g. establishing new tenure relationships) while another 20% indicated that the primary objective was to secure existing tenure rights. There was general optimism about whether the objectives of the reforms were achievable, with 96% of respondents indicating that establishing tenure was achievable and 90% indicating that securing tenure was achievable.

3.2 Challenges of reform implementation

The survey also included a question asking respondents to identify the general challenges they faced. The biggest constraint respondents identified was inadequate budgets to carry out the reforms (more than 70% identified this as the most or second most important constraint). Administrators also identified lack of sufficient personnel as important. These were by far the most significant constraints, but they are also the most difficult for practitioners to unilaterally change. The other most frequently identified challenges had to do with lack of local capacity: insufficient local knowledge about rights and noncompliance by locals with changes in tenure structures. Therefore, implementers should seek to improve literacy on the legal rights and duties of communities and work with them to establish programs for monitoring reform implementation.

We also asked them about the specific challenges and consequences from implementing tenure reforms. These results demonstrated a great diversity of opinions about the challenges of reform. The most frequent mention was boundary conflicts between communities, although only 18% of
respondents indicated that was the primary concern. Other frequent concerns spanned the list of possibilities from illegal timber harvesting (8%) to conflicts with community rules (4%) and customary laws (4%). In short, the list of barriers to tenure reform implementation does not appear to be standard across contexts, and therefore priorities across contexts are difficult to establish.
4 Strategies for change

In the previous sections, we identified many of the theoretical and empirical barriers to effective reform implementation. Unfortunately, it does not appear that the issues in tenure reform are consistent across contexts. However, some broad policy recommendations can be made to help practitioners identify and address specific problems as they arise. In this section, we list a variety of strategies that have been used to improve policy implementation and local participation in natural resource management in many contexts. The exact nature and applicability of each strategy will of course depend upon the capacity of the practitioners and the local context.

4.1 Improve agency capacity

Most practitioners in the forest sector have little background in the legal and social institutions of land tenure reform. Therefore, if possible, some training on the specific nature of the reforms as well as training in conflict management and community outreach is important. Also training on national and international laws/guidance on rights recognition will be beneficial (e.g. International Labour Organization Convention (ILO) 169 and the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples 2007). If formal training opportunities are impossible, then mentoring could also be effective. A number of training manuals exist to provide guidance on mentoring programs for public administrators, and the resources outlined in Mayers et al. (2013, 104–107) might be particularly helpful. Uganda presents a successful example of building agency capacity during forest tenure reform efforts, where the survey indicates that “almost all respondents (97%) had undertaken short-term training in conservation, administration, community development, law, forestry, land and forest tenure, gender, GIS [Global Information System] and mapping, landscape design, project planning and management, conflict resolution, and financial management” (Nsita et al. 2017). While such efforts alone may not improve tenure security, they give necessary tools to agency personnel.

4.2 Build local capacity

Local capacity needs to be improved so that communities can participate throughout the policy process: during the formulation of implementation strategies, during implementation and when evaluating tenure reforms. Communities usually do not have the capacity to navigate new policy reforms and may be unfamiliar with the policy landscape and their rights within that landscape. Changes in forest tenure often have complex legal nuances or outright ambiguity. Additionally, some communities have more capacity for collective action than others for a variety of pre-existing reasons such as prior experience with policy reforms. The following is a list of items practitioners might do to improve community capacity:

- Meet with community members and/or leaders to provide information about policy changes and community rights. Often, the uncertainty of the new policy environment is the most concerning aspect to people. Simply knowing what the implications of the new policy are can begin to build trust between practitioners and the community.
- Make special efforts to include women, indigenous people, and other disadvantaged groups (e.g. low-income or ethnic minority) in these meetings and solicit feedback from these groups about their concerns.
- Collaboratively identify threats/potential threats to local tenure and new opportunities.
- Encourage community to identify and articulate priority areas. This will help practitioners focus on those problems most important for the community. Such a strategy can help practitioners justify future policy decisions.
• Encourage the community to form formal forest user group associations if possible. Such organizations can provide a specific entity for practitioners to contact when issues arise and collaboration is needed.

4.3 Obtain free prior and informed consent (FPIC)

According to Mayers et al. (2013, 66–7): “FPIC means establishing the conditions under which people can and do exercise their right to negotiate the terms of externally imposed policies, programmes and activities that may affect the lands, resources or assets they customarily own, occupy or otherwise use, and give or withhold their consent to them.” Many principles and guidelines exist to obtain FPIC from communities, and specific recommendations have been compiled in relationship to REDD+ projects (Anderson 2011): preparing rights holders to engage in FPIC (e.g. identifying rights and rights holders), implementing a process for respecting the right to FPIC (e.g. integrating FPIC into the project and ensuring independent advice) and maintaining consent (e.g. active monitoring and developing a grievance process).

4.4 Facilitate stakeholder engagement

Many different international organizations provide guidelines for stakeholder engagement. Among others, the International Finance Corporation (IFC) issues a handbook for stakeholder engagement, the United Nations has developed Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, and the European Commission has issued a guide on how to implement the UN Guiding Principles. Franks et al. (2014) report that most companies believe that conflict with local communities can be avoided by using best practices of stakeholder engagement. Stakeholder engagement is not new; it has become a primary tool of diverse policy formulation and implementation around the world. CIFOR recently developed a guide to facilitate stakeholder engagement for forest tenure security (Bourgeois et al. 2017).

There are many models of stakeholder engagement, although some of the most promising approaches involve multi-stakeholder forums wherein decision makers engage in collaborative planning processes with communities and representatives from the private and NGO sector (Edmunds and Wollenberg 2001; Coleman et al. 2019). Note that stakeholder engagement moves beyond mere token consultation; it instead demands a genuinely collaborative approach to policy implementation through sustained interactions. Some of the key features to ensure such collaboration are: (1) face-to-face communication, which helps humanize the way actors are perceived; (2) strategic collaborations between communities and other actors to help countervail potential power asymmetries within multi-stakeholder forums; (3) timely consultation within the project planning cycle to ensure that community concerns can be addressed; (4) opportunities to make commitments to the community from other actors and opportunities for communities to reciprocate commitments; and (5) action plans by communities that provide guidance to follow-up on the commitments of others and hold them accountable for those commitments.

Building local capacity is a necessary precondition for effective multi-stakeholder collaboration. Communities do not usually have experience participating in these types of forums and may have diverse preferences about what they hope to get out of such interactions. Communities must first decide priority areas of concern, have appropriate expectations of outcomes from these interactions, and have an accurate understanding of their legal rights when engaging with other actors.

4.5 Inclusion of women, minorities, and other socially disadvantaged groups

Practitioners are obligated to promote gender representation and participation of indigenous communities, ethnic minorities and other groups that are frequently excluded from forest management.
Establishment of tenure necessarily implies restricting access to some people to some uses of the resource. Practitioners should ensure that the burdens of such exclusions are not disproportionately born by certain groups. If land tenure reform establishes or reinforces private ownership, then practitioners should ensure that property rights are also available to members of vulnerable groups both in principle and in practice. If land tenure reform establishes communal institutions, then practitioners need to ensure that the uses of communal property do not exclude uses specific to these disadvantaged groups. For example, women often, although not always, use forest resources for subsistence uses and small-scale industry; community decisions to limit such activities may place a disproportionate burden upon them.

Forest tenure policies usually do not have enough force to change broader cultural norms related to these groups; however, practitioners should at least encourage the inclusion of vulnerable groups in decision-making as well as be aware of the practical implications and distributional effects of forest tenure reforms. The reader is referred to the technical guide developed by the FAO (2013) to promote gender inclusive land management practices.
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This short handbook outlines the nature of the problems faced by government agency personnel in the implementation of tenure reforms and is aimed at supporting their understanding of the issues and helping overcome challenges. It provides an introduction to key concepts and problems; discusses the results of a survey presenting the perceptions of government practitioners on the prevalence and importance of these issues; and proposes some mitigation strategies.